
FBR™ Tips
Use trout power bait and stuff the head and put it on the wings. Such as make a watermelon FBR™ using 
chartreuse and red color power bait. Green on one wing and red on the other. 
Take a can of tuna pour liquid in a plastic bag and stuff head up with a tuna. Clip the head on the anchovy 
some and stuff and pin the anchovy....dip back in the bag of tuna juice for more scent before placing it in the 
water. Drill small hole on each wing and tie short piece of yarn on each wing or a strip of reflective.
If you experience a line twist problem the use keel weights or dodgers in front of bead chain and that will 
prevent any line twist from going up and twisting main line. This also drops your rig slightly under water so the 
sea gulls can't steal your bait while hooking up your downrigger clip to line. I prefer 1 1/2 oz. bead chain keel 
weights. It’s not necessary to use Flashers and Dodgers with the FBR™ ™ however you can if chose plus it will 
prevent and line twist.  You can ad prism tapes to dress up your FBR™  to your own style.
Make sure you knot is pulled down tight on your hook and bead chain before using it. How to tell if your knot 
is tight. Grab line near hooks eye with the hooks eye held horizontal and if the knot is tight the hook will stick 
straight out. If it flips down then the knot is loose. Check bead chain end also. Recommend at least a minimum 
of 1/8 inch of tag line where clipped at hook and bead chain when knot is tight. No short tag clips.
Check line for nicks after each fish especially near hooks end. Clip wings off some, if you like a slower rotation
Lubricate your bead chains from time to time and wash with fresh water. Replace if they get all salted up and 
corroded looking.  Stick on eyes and prism tape are available at you well stocked tackle stores.
If only short bait is available then you can cut sleeves to match bait length to keep the bent of the hook at the 
end of the tail. Keep the cut off piece in case you later need a longer sleeve. 
All FBR™  are rigged with 30 pound test P-Line CXX Xtra strong. Check line for nicks after a big battle, even tho 
you should be able to catch quite a few salmon before retying because the line is protected by sleeve from 
nicks. The FBR™ really saves on bait and allows you to use less quality bait if that all that is available.
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Hot glue mini-lites to the sides of the FBR™ head for 
better catch rates. Place a spot of hot glue at nose and 
by wing put on mini lite and finish by adding a little 
more at each end. Break internal glass when ready to 
use with pliers.

FBR™ New pin system
simple, easy, and reliable.

Step 1
Lift pin and set on
Ledge by split

Step 2
Insert
bait

Step 3
place pin


